GTC Project Fair

AG Arrenberg

Prof. Dr. Aristides Arrenberg

☐ Essay rotation
☒ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
☒ PhD position
Our Research:
We investigate visual and premotor circuits in zebrafish. We use behavioral experiments, twophoton microscopy, optogenetics and computational analyses in our work. We have recently
developed a novel virtual reality arena for larval zebrafish, which we use to study how the brain
processes naturalistic motion stimuli. We are furthermore interested in the control of eye
movements and the modulation of visual representations during ongoing behavior (e.g.
saccadic suppression).

Representative work from our group:
•
•
•
•

Zhang et al. (2022). A robust receptive field code for optic flow detection and
decomposition during self-motion. Current Biology, Jun 6;32(11):2505-2516.e8
Dehmelt et al. (2021). Spherical arena reveals optokinetic response tuning to stimulus
location, size, and frequency across entire visual field of larval zebrafish. eLife. Jun
8;10:e63355
Wang et al. (2020). Parallel channels for motion feature extraction in the pretectum
and tectum of larval zebrafish. Cell Reports Jan 14;30(2):442-453.e6.
Brysch et al. (2019). Functional architecture underlying binocular coordination of eye
position and velocity in the larval zebrafish hindbrain. BMC Biology. Dec 29;
17(1):110

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
•

Programming skills are helpful (Python/Matlab) for projects involving calcium imaging
at the two-photon microscope.

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
•
•
•
•

Visual tuning properties of pretectal neurons (using virtual reality arena and calcium
imaging)
Behavioral projects, e.g. regarding the ethology of the optomotor response
Modelling of saccadic suppression
Molecular projects (development of novel transgenic lines).

AG Bansal (Biomedical Data Science)

Dr. Vikas Bansal

Savytska Natalia

☒ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis (Possible to combine with Hiwi position)
☐ PhD position

Our Research:
According to current human proteome, only ~1% of our genome encode for proteins, which
work together to underlie most of the structure and function of our cells and organs. Thus
~99% of our non-coding genome comprises the critical information dictating the regulation of
protein-coding genes during our life and development. For instance, more than half of this noncoding DNA is derived from transposable elements (TEs), repetitive DNA segments that are
capable of moving and replicating in the genome and has been associated in many human
diseases. Notably, along with the gene expression, the activity of these non-coding regions
seems to be cell-type specific. We are particularly interested in integrating and discovering
patterns in multi-omics large datasets to extend the understanding of transcriptional and posttranscriptional regulatory mechanisms. To this end, we use statistical and machine learning
approaches to understand human pathology, especially in the central nervous system. At
German Center for Neurodegenerative Diseases (DZNE)-Tübingen, we aim to dissect a role of
coding and non-coding elements in neurodegenerative diseases using technologies like singlecell RNA-seq, single-cell ATAC-seq and Nanopore long-read sequencing.

Representative work from our group:
•

Bressan, E ., Reed, X ., Bansal, V ., Hutchins, E., Cobb, M.M., Webb, M.G., Alsop, E.,
Grenn, F.P., Illarionova, A., Savytska, N., et al. 2021. The Foundational data initiative
for Parkinsons disease (FOUNDIN-PD): enabling efficient translation from genetic
maps to mechanism. bioRxiv. doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.06.03.446785

•

Singh, M ., V. Bansal , and C. Feschotte . 2020. “A Single-Cell RNA Expression Map of
Human Coronavirus Entry Factors.” Cell Reports 32.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.celrep.2020.108175.

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
•

Experience in Python/R and Linux environment

•

High motivation with an interest to work in an interdisciplinary team spanning
Bioinformatics, Machine Learning, Biology, and Medicine

•

Theoretical knowledge of second and third generation sequencing technologies

•

Previous experience with sequence bioinformatics and Nextflow pipelines is a plus

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
Master thesis project:
• Regulatory impact of transposable elements on single cell level in iPSC-derived
dopaminergic neurons*

•

Characterization of transposable elements transcription in iPSC-derived
dopaminergic neurons using Nanopore long-read sequencing and integration with
short-read sequencing profiling **

Hiwi project (possible to combine with Master thesis):
• Characterization of the functional states of Wildtype and Alzheimer's disease
cortical microglia over the lifespan in control and calorie-restricted mice (Single
cell RNA-seq analysis), data and workflow management
Lab rotation project:
• Characterization of transposable elements transcription in human dopaminergic
neurons using Nanopore long-read sequencing **
Qualification we offer:
• Analysis framework design and benchmarking *,**

*
**

•
•

Single cell RNA-seq analysis *
Single cell ATAC-seq analysis *

•
•

Single cell multiomic integration *
Nanopore long-read RNA-seq analysis **

•
•

Reference-driven non-coding transcriptome annotation **
Transposable Elements biology in the nervous system *,**

- Master Thesis Project I and related qualifications
- Master Thesis Project II\Lab rotation project and related qualifications

AG Burgalossi

from Balsamo et al., Cell Reports 2022

Prof. Dr.
Andrea Burgalossi

☒ Essay rotation
☒ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
☒ PhD position

Our Research:
Our research focuses on hippocampal memory in rodents. Specifically, we aim at
understanding how memories are formed, consolidated (e.g. during sleep) and retrieved (e.g.
efficiently used for guiding behavior). We make use of electrophysiology and optogenetic
techniques, in combination with behavioral analysis and neuroanatomy techiques, for resolving
the cellular mechanisms of memory information processing.

Representative work from our group:
•
•
•
•

G Balsamo et al. Modular microcircuit organization of the presubicular head-direction map.
Cell Reports 2022
L Ding, et al. Juxtacellular opto-tagging of hippocampal CA1 neurons in freely moving mice.
Elife 2022
L Ding et al. Structural correlates of CA2 and CA3 pyramidal cell activity in freely-moving
mice. Journal of Neuroscience 2020
M Diamantaki et al. Manipulating hippocampal place cell activity by single-cell stimulation in
freely moving mice. Cell Reports 2018

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
•

Students with either quantitative background (e.g. mathematics, physics, computer
science and alike) or biological background are welcome to apply!

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
We offer a collaborative research environment, and the possibility of learning a diverse range
of techniques, including electrophysiology, optogenetics and neuroanatomy.
Current projects:
• Visual control of the internal compass
• Anatomical dissection of cortical head-direction microcircuits
• Optogenetic dissection of hippocampal memory circuits in freely moving mice
• Structure-function relationships within the ‘reward’ circuits (lateral habenula and VTA).

AG Euler

Prof. Dr. Thomas Euler

☒ Essay rotation
☒ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
☒ PhD position
Our Research:
Our research aims at a better understanding of the sophisticated neural computations that
take place already in the early visual system, in particular, the retina. The computational
capabilities of this intricate neuronal network rely on more than 100 types of neurons
organized in complex microcircuits. Our work aims at unravelling function and organization
of retinal microcircuits towards a better understanding of the underlying computational
principles – specifically in the context of the animal’s natural environment. Furthermore, we
are also interested in how these circuits are altered during degeneration and disease.
Our key technique is two-photon microscopy, which enables us to excite fluorescent probes
in the intact living retinal tissue using infrared laser light, with minimal effects on the lightsensitive photoreceptor pigment. Therefore, we can simultaneously record activity in
neurons at both population and subcellular levels while presenting a range of light stimuli –
from simple spots to natural movies. This approach is complemented by single-cell
electrophysiology and immunocytochemistry, as well as large-scale data analysis and
modelling in close collaboration with the groups of Philipp Berens, Matthias Bethge, and
Katrin Franke at Tübingen University.
We are part of the Institute of Ophthalmic Research at the University of Tübingen, the Center
for Integrative Neuroscience (CIN) and the Bernstein Center for Computational Neuroscience
(BCCN) in Tübingen.

Representative work from our group:
•

Behrens C, Yadav SC, Korympidou MM, Zhang Y, Haverkamp S, Irsen S, Schaedler A,
Lu X, Liu Z, Lause J, St-Pierre F, Franke K, Vlasits A, Dedek K, Smith RG, Euler T,
Berens P, Schubert T (2022) Retinal horizontal cells use different synaptic sites for
global feedforward and local feedback signaling. Current Biology
10.1016/j.cub.2021.11.055.

•

Qiu Y, Zhao, Klindt D, Kautzky M, Szatko KP, Schaeffel F, Rifai K, Franke K, Busse L,
Euler T (2021) Natural environment statistics in the upper and lower visual field are
reflected in mouse retinal specializations. Current Biology 9;31(15):3233-3247.e6

•

Ran Y*, Huang Z*, Baden T, Baayen H, Berens P#, Franke K#, Euler T# (2020) Typespecific dendritic integration in mouse retinal ganglion cells. Nature Communications
11:2101, 10.1038/s41467-020-15867-9.

•

Baden T, Euler T, Berens P (2019) Understanding the retinal basis of vision across
species. Nat Rev Neurosci 10.1038/s41583-019-0242-1.

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
Of course, the required qualifications strongly depend on project type (rotation, MSc, PhD).
For rotation and MSc projects, we typically look for candidates with some experience in
experimental techniques (e.g. microscopy, electrophysiology, etc.) or in computational
methods (e.g. data analysis, modelling, etc.). More specific requirements depend on which of
the current projects in the lab can meaningfully integrate a student.

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
•

Projects & qualifications – Depending on the interest and background of the
rotation/MSc candidate, we offer more experimentally or more theoretically focused
projects. These projects are usually tied into a project topic in the lab (e.g. visual
ecology, neuromodulation, neurodegeneration, etc.). Independent of the rotation/MSc
projects’ methodological focus, experimentally oriented students will have the
opportunity to learn about the data analysis/modelling side, while theoretically
oriented students can get insights into the experimental methods that generate the
data.

•

Opportunities – We will have an open position for a PhD student in a CRC “Robust
Vision” project focused on computationally modelling the mouse retina (starting in
~winter 2022).

AG Evrard

Dr. Henry Evrard

Gianfranco Chavez

Mark Bailey

Sascha Steiner

☐ Essay rotation
☐ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
☐ PhD position
Our Research:

Our lab examines the anatomical and functional pathways of interoception (sense of the
physiological state of the body), which is crucial for the emergence and shaping of subjective
feelings. We have several projects that include the analysis of unique data, combining fMRI
with optogenetics, electrical microstimulations, or local field potential recording in the insular
cortex in macaque monkeys. We also have histological preparations that will enable us to map
the distribution of the von Economo neuron in the anterior cingulate cortex in monkeys, and in
the entorhinal cortex in monkeys and humans.

Representative work from our group:
•

•
•
•
•

Ramirez J et al. (2021) Coupling of Hippocampal Theta and Ripples with Pontogeniculooccipital
Waves. Nature, 588:96-102.
Evrard HC (2019) The organization of the primate insular cortex. Front Neuroanat. 13.
Evrard HC (2018) Von Economo and fork neurons in the monkey insula, implications for
evolution of cognition. Curr Op Behav Sci 21: 182-190.
Klein C et al. (2016) Cell-targeted optogenetics and electrical microstimulation reveal the
primate koniocellular projection to supragranular visual cortex. Neuron 90: 143-51.
Evrard HC et al. (2012) Von Economo neurons in the anterior insula of the macaque monkey.
Neuron 74: 482-9.

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
•
•
•

Matlab
Some experience in fMRI analysis helps
Some experience in electrophysiology analysis helps

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to bodily states (interoception) and their relation to brain states and cognition.
Analysis of fMRI data in macaque monkeys (7T).
Analysis of electrophysiological data (LFP/spikes), with or without fMRI.
Analysis of the effects of optogenetics and electrical microstimulations on fMRI BOLD signal.
Brain histology and neuroanatomy in monkeys and humans (mapping of VEN and of brain
connections).

AG Gais

Prof. Dr. Steffen Gais

Dr. Svenja Brodt

Svenja Klinkowski

☐ Essay rotation
☒ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
☐ PhD position
Our Research:

We investigate memory consolidation during sleep and wakefulness in humans, often utilizing
diverse neuroimaging methods like fMRI, dwMRI, EEG, or MEG. For data analysis, we often rely
on multivariate pattern analyses and machine learning classification.

Representative work from our group:
•

•
•
•
•

Brodt S, Gais S, Beck J, Erb M, Scheffler K, Schönauer M (2018) Fast Track to the Neocortex: A
Memory Engram in Posterior Parietal Cortex. Science. doi:10.1126/science.aau2528.
Brodt S & Gais S (2021) Memory Engrams in the Neocortex. Neuroscientist.
doi:10.1177/1073858420941528.
Schönauer M, Alizadeh S, Jamalabadi H, Abraham A, Pawlizki A, Gais S (2017) Decoding
material-specific memory reprocessing during sleep in humans. Nat. Commun.
doi:10.1038/ncomms15404.
Himmer L, Schönauer M, Heib DPJ, Schabus M, Gais S (2019) Rehearsal initiates systems
memory consolidation, sleep makes it last. Science Adv. doi:10.1126/sciadv.aav1695.
Jamalabadi, H., Alizadeh, S., Schönauer, M., Leibold, C. & Gais, S. (2016) Classification based
hypothesis testing in neuroscience: Below-chance level classification rates and overlooked
statistical properties of linear parametric classifiers. Hum. Brain Mapp. doi:10.1002/hbm.23140

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
•
•
•

•

Currently, we can offer behavioral and methodological studies:
One question regards the effect of media consumption before sleep on consolidation
of prospective memory.
Another potential study would investigate how incidental presentation of factual
material affects semantic and source memory.
Finally, there is a methodological concern regarding spurious autocorrelations in time
series data, which might strongly affect resting-state fMRI analyses. We are looking
for a methods-minded student who would want to investigate this in simulated and
real data.

AG Gharabaghi

Prof. Dr. Alireza Gharabaghi

☐ Essay rotation
☐ Lab rotation
☐ Master’s thesis
☐ PhD position
Our Research:

As a translational group, we develop novel neuromodulation tools and work closely together with
biomedical companies to gain access to innovative neurotechnology. We combine basic studies on
healthy subjects with clinical studies on patient populations, and apply the knowledge gained from
these studies to refine our treatment protocols.

Representative work from our group:

Scherer et al. Neuroimage. 2020, Milosevic et al. Mov Disord. 2020, Naros et al. Cereb Cortex. 2020,
Vukelić et al. Neuroimage. 2019, Ziegler et al. Brain Stimul. 2019, Guggenberger et al. Brain Stimul.
2018, Naros et al. Mov Disord. 2018, Khademi et al. Cereb Cortex. 2018, Kraus et al. J Neurosci. 2018.

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
•
•

•

Background in the field of Neuroscience, Cognitive Science, Biology, Computer Science,
Engineering, Data Science or related areas. Solid understanding of statistical data analysis,
digital signal processing and/or programming principles.
Programming skills in Python or MATLAB and/or experience in applying statistical tools, e.g.,
machine learning for data analysis.
Electrophysiological techniques, e.g., BCI/BMI, tDCS/tACS, TMS, VNS, NMES, DBS, M/EEG,
LFP, MER and/or EMG.

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Projects in the research fields and with the methods mentioned above.
Access to novel brain stimulation paradigms to expand the understanding of the human brain
and develop new therapies.
Opportunity to work with in vivo electrophysiological data from patients and healthy controls.
Support of your work with a broad range of pre-built analysis tools and assistance in designing
your own approaches.
Access to state-of-the-art technologies to generate reliable results.
A team that is united by one vision: to enhance the understanding of the human brain in order
to invent and implement new and more effective therapies.

AG Gloeckner (DZNE)

PD Dr. Johannes Gloeckner

☐ Essay rotation
☒ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
☐ PhD position (if funds become available)

Our Research:
Our research is dedicated to molecular mechanisms of Parkinson’s disease with an emphasis
on the functional and biochemical characterization of PD drug targets and their dynamic
protein interactomes. For this purpose, we combined different techniques in the lab, starting
with the proteomic analysis of protein-protein interaction networks by affinity-based methods
as well as proximity labelling combined with mass-spectrometric analysis. Learning form
functional networks should not only allow us to better understand molecular disease
mechanism but also helps to potentially identify novel drug targets and biomarkers. For
specific drug development, it is important to understand the biochemical as well as structural
properties of a disease protein and potential drug target. For this reason, we extensively
studied the enzymatic properties of our major target LRRK2, including its GTPase as well as
kinase activities. In addition, we are actively involved in projects dedicated to the drug
development for this target. Furthermore, we are using our expertise in mass spectrometry to
analyze structure-function relationships by chemical crosslinking, combined with the mapping
of the cross-linked residues to provide constraints for structural modelling. Together with
further biophysical analyses, this will help to understand dynamic changes in proteins, i.e. to
identify determinants of inactive vs active conformations as a prerequisite for a rational drug
design.

Representative work from our group:
•

Guaitoli G, Raimondi F, Gilsbach BK, … and Gloeckner CJ, Structural model of the
dimeric Parkinson's protein LRRK2 reveals a compact architecture involving distant
interdomain contacts. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A, 2016;113(30):E4357-66 doi:
10.1073/pnas.1523708113.

•
•
•

•

Lauer J, Segeletz S, Cezanne A, Guaitoli G, …, Gloeckner CJ, and Zerial M, Autoregulation of Rab5 GEF activity in Rabex5 by allosteric structural changes, catalytic
core dynamics and ubiquitin binding. Elife, 2019;8doi: 10.7554/eLife.46302.
Gloeckner CJ and Porras P, Guilt-by-Association - Functional Insights Gained From
Studying the LRRK2 Interactome. Front Neurosci, 2020;14:485 doi:
10.3389/fnins.2020.00485.
Bus C, Zizmare L, Feldkaemper M, …, Gloeckner CJ, and Fitzgerald JC, Human
Dopaminergic Neurons Lacking PINK1 Exhibit Disrupted Dopamine Metabolism
Related to Vitamin B6 Co-Factors. iScience, 2020;23(12):101797 doi:
10.1016/j.isci.2020.101797.
Singh RK, Soliman A, Guaitoli G, …, Kortholt A, Gloeckner CJ, and Versees W,
Nanobodies as allosteric modulators of Parkinson's disease-associated LRRK2. Proc
Natl Acad Sci U S A, 2022;119(9)doi: 10.1073/pnas.2112712119.

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
•

•
•

Motivated students to join a team of protein biochemists, cell biologists and mass
spectrometrists
Basic skills in working with human cell culture
Basic skills in protein and DNA analytics

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
•
•
•
•
•

We have several projects around LRRk2 using BioID proximity labelling combined with
mass spectrometry to analyze the dynamic context-specific interactome of LRRK2
Development of novel a BioID tag to study luminal protein interactions in lysosomes
at low pH.
Study of protein complexes by CL-MS (chemical crosslinking combined with mass
spectrometry)
We offer training in basic protein biochemistry and protein purification from
mammalian cells.
Basic training in sample preparation and analysis of mass spectrometric data

Further information can be found on our home page:
https://www.dzne.de/forschung/forschungsbereiche/populationsforschung/forschungsgruppen/gloe
ckner/forschungsschwerpunkte/

AG Hafed

Prof. Dr. Ziad Hafed

☒ Essay rotation
☒ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
☒ PhD position

Our Research:
Our research aims to investigate the neural mechanisms through which visual
perception interacts with motor control. We employ techniques for monitoring and
focally perturbing neural activity to understand the functional contribution of individual
brain circuits in coordinating perception and action. Besides clarifying our
understanding of the sense of vision, our research also sheds light on how neural
activity that is distributed across multiple brain areas is organized to support behavior.
Our research relies on neurophysiological experiments in animals, combined with
comparative psychophysical studies in human participants to allow us to link the
mechanistic observations in animals to the human visual and oculomotor systems.
Our studies span the range from oculomotor control (e.g. how the brain moves the
eyes), to cognitive processing (e.g. how the brain pays attention to potential objects
that we might want to direct our eyes towards), to investigating perceptual stability
(e.g. why we do not see a moving world even though our eyes are continuously moving
and, therefore, jittering our retinal images).
Representative work from our group:
•

Willeke, K. F., Cardenas, A. R., Bellet, J., & Hafed, Z. M. (2022). Severe distortion in
the representation of foveal visual image locations in short term
memory. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.
Þ This article was an outcome of a Master’s project in the lab

•

Buonocore, A.*, Tian, X.*, Khademi, F., & Hafed, Z. M. (2021). Instantaneous
movement-unrelated midbrain activity modifies ongoing eye movements. eLife.

•

Idrees, S.*, Baumann, M. P.*, Franke, F., Münch, T. A.**, & Hafed, Z. M.** (2020).
Perceptual saccadic suppression starts in the retina. Nature Communications.
Þ This article was an outcome of a rotation and Master’s project in the lab

•

Willeke, K. F.*, Tian, X.*, Buonocore, A.*, Bellet, J., Ramirez-Cardenas, A., & Hafed,
Z. M. (2019). Memory-guided microsaccades. Nature Communications.
Þ This article was an outcome of a Master’s project in the lab

•

Chen, C.-Y., Hoffmann, K.-P., Distler, C., & Hafed, Z. M. (2019). The foveal visual
representation of the primate superior colliculus. Current Biology.

•

Chen, C. -Y., Sonnenberg, L., Weller, S., Witschel, T., & Hafed, Z. M. (2018). Spatial
frequency sensitivity in macaque midbrain. Nature Communications.
Þ This article involved authorship contributions from a rotation project in the lab

•

Krauzlis, R. J., Goffart, L., & Hafed, Z. M. (2017). Neuronal control of fixation and
fixational eye movements. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society B:
Biological Sciences.

•

Hafed, Z. M. & Chen, C. -Y. (2016). Sharper, stronger, faster upper visual field
representation in primate superior colliculus. Current Biology.

•

Chen, C. -Y., Ignashchenkova, A., Thier, P., & Hafed, Z. M. (2015). Neuronal
response gain enhancement prior to microsaccades. Current Biology.

•

Hafed, Z. M. (2013). Alteration of visual perception prior to microsaccades. Neuron.

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Background in neuroscience, biology, psychology, computational neuroscience,
computer science, engineering, or related fields.
Strong academic record.
Proficiency in or willingness to learn Matlab and related programming languages.
Willingness to work with animals.
Strong hard-working ethic.
Highly collegial and collaborative with other group members.

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
•

•
•
•

1-2 PhD positions are available immediately to work on brainstem neurophysiology,
exploring hitherto-uncharacterized visual responses in deep premotor nuclei driving
the eye muscles.
Data analysis projects (on already-collected data) are also available.
1 computational modeling project (on already-collected neuronal responses) is also
possible as a rotation or Master’s thesis project.
All projects involve relating neuronal results to human perception, via direct
psychophysical experiments in human participants.

AG Hagberg

Dr. Gisela Hagberg

☐ Essay rotation
☒ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
☐ PhD position
Our Research:

We use high field, high-resolution Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) combined with
quantitative methods to investigate tissue microstructure in vivo at 9.4T. For validation
purposes, ex vivo samples are measured using the same techniques and verified with
histology and synchrotron-radiation imaging in 3D. Research topics cover methodological
advancements (dielectric properties, structural underpinnings of MRI contrast), clinical
applications (plaque detection in Alzheimer’s, mapping of vasculature), as well as themes in
the neurosciences (myelination and cognitive performance).

Representative work from our group:
•

•

GTC Lab rotations:
o

o
o

GTC Master thesis:
o
o

•

Detection of amyloid- β in ex vivo hippocampus of Alzheimer’s Disease using Quantitative
Susceptibility Mapping at 14.1T
Tractography of hippocampus in Alzheimer’s disease by diffusion weighted imaging at 14.1T
Age-related dynamic alterations in thickness, myelinization and cognition as assessed at 9.4T
Developing a brain fixative agent compatible with whole brain measurements at ultra high
magnetic field strengths
Mapping of venous vasculature in vivo and ex vivo using Quantitative Susceptibility Mapping
and Susceptibility Weighted Imaging at high fields

Publications:
o
o
o
o

Loureiro et al., 2018 In-vivo quantitative structural imaging of the human midbrain and the
superior colliculus at 9.4T
Tuzzi et al., 2020 Ultra-High Field MRI in Alzheimer's Disease: Effective Transverse Relaxation
Rate and Quantitative Susceptibility Mapping of Human Brain In Vivo and Ex Vivo compared to
Histology
Nazemorroaya et. al 2022 Developing formalin-based fixative agents for post mortem brain MRI
at 9.4 T
Lee et al., 2022 Microvascular imaging of the unstained human superior colliculus using
synchrotron-radiation phase-contrast microtomography

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
•

A strong interest in using MRI and learn about quantitative image processing (Linux). For a
Master Thesis, previous experience in this field and programming skills is an asset

Specific projects, opportunities that we offer:
•
•
•

MRI and cellular structures in Klüwer-Barrera stained human brain stem
Vasculature in Alzheimer’s
Age-related variation in quantitative MRI at different cortical depths

AG Helfrich – Human Intracranial Cognitive Neurophysiology
From left:
Randolph Helfrich, Jan Weber,
Frank van Schalkwijk, Janna Lendner,
Gabriela Iwama, Michael Hahn,
Isabel Raposo

X

Essay rotation

X

Lab rotation

X

Master’s thesis

X

PhD position

Two fully-funded E13 65% positions available

Our Research:
The goal of our group is to understand the neural network mechanisms supporting higher
cognitive functions and their disturbances underlying neuropsychiatric disorders. We study
the functional architecture of human cognition with a spatiotemporal resolution spanning
single units to large-scale network activity. In particular, we seek to understand contextdependent, goal-directed behavior in humans through the study of neural network dynamics
with a particular emphasis on prefrontal cortex (PFC) physiology. The key hypothesis is that
context dependent endogenous brain activity shapes cognitive processing in different cortical
states, i.e. wakefulness or sleep. A core interest is the systematic investigation of the
functional network architecture of cortico-cortical and subcortico-cortical interactions
supporting cognitive processes such as attention and memory and their impairment in
healthy aging, neurodegenerative diseases and unconsciousness.

Representative work from our group:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weber, colleagues & Helfrich (2022) bioRxiv
Lendner, colleagues & Helfrich (2022) bioRxiv
Hahn et al. (2020 & 2022) eLife
Helfrich et al. (2021) Trends in Cognitive Science
Helfrich et al. (2019) Nature Communications
Helfrich et al. (2018a & b) Neuron

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
•
•
•
•

Interest in conducting cognitive neuroscience studies in a clinical environment
Learn about human cognition with a focus on prefrontal cortex dependent networks
Keen interest in coding (Matlab/Python) – learn state-of-the-art time series analysis
Interdisciplinary environment to study large-scale circuits using intracranial EEG,
MEG, HD-EEG or eye-tracking

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
•
•
•
•

Theme 1: Neural basis of human attention using intracranial recordings
Theme 2: Neurophysiological mechanisms of predictive timing in humans
Theme 3: Self-organized network dynamics in the MTL-PFC during sleep
Theme 4: Unconsciousness: Shared mechanisms of sleep, anesthesia and coma

AG Herfert

Prof. Dr. Kristina Herfert

☐ Essay rotation
☒ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
☒ PhD position
Our Research:
The neuroimaging group currently consists of 4 PhD students, 1 Postdoc and several
undergraduate students and myself. Our main research interest compromises the following
topics:
Study of synaptic (dys)functions in healthy rodents and animal models of neurological
disorders using simultaneous PET/BOLD-fMRI. Structural disruptions and loss of synapses
are a major hallmark of neurodegenerative disorders and result in network disruptions and
loss of neuronal signaling. How early in the process of neurodegeneration synaptic
dysfunctions appear is not yet understood. Our aim is to develop and apply protocols and
methods (including pharmacological and optogenetic stimulations) to assess molecular
changes of receptor expression by PET and functional changes by BOLD-fMRI at different
time points of the disease to develop early read-outs of disease progression (Figure 2). For
this purpose, we use different rat models and genome engineering technologies
(CRISPR/Cas9) to target specific genes and proteins in vitro (cell culture and primary
neurons (Figure 3)) and in vivo in the mouse and rat brain. For data analysis of PET and MRI
data we use several data analysis methods, including kinetic modeling and machine learning
approaches. In addition, we are studying brain function with sound and music using human
and small animal fMRI studies.

Figure 1: PET images of brain tracer available at the WSIC. From left to right: (a) [11C]methylphenidate
(dopamine transporter), (b) [11C]DTBZ (vesicular monoamine transporter 2), (c) [11C]raclopride

(dopamine D2 receptor), (d) [11C]DASB (serotonin transporter), (e) [18F]PSS232 (metabotropic
glutamate receptor 5), (f) [11C]flumazenil (GABAA receptor).

Figure 2: Simultaneously acquired [18F]FDG PET and BOLD fMRI activation pattern after left whisker
stimulation shows functional and metabolic activity in S1 barrel field (S1BF) and Thalamus (Tha) (a).
Metabolic changes are observed in several additional brain regions (Caudate Putamen (CPu),
hippocampal region (CA1-3), amygdala (Amyg) and ectorhinal cortex (Ect). Correlation matrix (b) and
functional and metabolic connectivities (c) of the default mode network at resting state.

Figure 3: Immunofluorescent staining of rat primary neurons.

Tracer development and preclinical evaluation in neurology. In the past, we have
established several in vitro and in vivo screening assays to validate novel PET imaging
agents. As our group holds a strong collaboration to the Radiopharmacy research group, we
are always looking for novel interesting targets in the brain. Important targets are the
proteins alpha-synuclein and tau, which play a major role in the pathology of Parkinson´s
disease (PD) and Alzheimer´s disease (AD). In contrast to the situation in AD, PET tracers to
detect alpha-synuclein oligomers or aggregates in synucleinopathies such as PD are still
missing. Therefore, we aim for example to develop a PET tracer to non-invasively assess
alpha-synuclein aggregation in the brain of patients with synucleinopathies.

Figure 4: PET tracer development studies: from in vitro binding assays to in vivo kinetic
analysis to ex vivo bio-distribution and metabolite analysis.

Infrastructure
The Werner Siemens Imaging Center is located next to the woman’s hospital and equipped
with:
-

-

3 high-resolution small animal PET systems
1 small animal SPECT/CT system
2 whole body optical imaging systems
2 7-T small animal MRI systems equipped with specific brain coils for rats and mice
(fMRI, MR spectroscopy, contrast enhanced MRI, diffusion weighted imaging and
diffusion tensor imaging)
PET insert to measure PET and MR simultaneously
anesthesia systems, cardiac and respiratory gating units, a ventilation machine
cell culture labs including laminar flow and incubator,
1 gamma counter and 1 phosphor imager,
histology and microscopy labs including cryostat
molecular biology labs
On-site cyclotron with PET tracers, both for preclinical and clinical use (Figure 1). These
include PET tracers for the dopaminergic, serotonergic, GABAergic and glutamatergic
systems (Figure 1) as well as [18F]FDG, [15O]Water. PET tracers for other targets in the
brain, published in the literature can be established.
1 Behavioral room for several behavioral tests: Open Field, Plus Maze, T-Maze, Beam
Walk, Rotometer, Grip Strengh, Skinner Box, Zylinder Test

Representative work from our group:
•

•
•
•

Marciano et. al 2022 Combining CRISPR/Cas9 and brain imaging: from genes to
molecules to networks (PNAS, in press).
Preprint available: https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.09.10.459766v3
Ionescu et. al 2021 Striatal and prefrontal D2R and SERT distributions contrastingly
correlate with default-mode connectivity. Neuroimage.
Ionescu et. al 2021 Elucidating the complementarity of resting-state networks derived
from dynamic [18F]FDG and hemodynamic fluctuations using simultaneous smallanimal PET/MRI. Neuroimage.
Kuebler et. al 2021 [11C]MODAG-001 – Towards a PET Tracer Targeting α-Synuclein
Aggregates. EJNMMI.

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
•
•
•
•

Establishment of real-time PET imaging in rats (programming experience required)
(Master thesis)
Study of functional and molecular connectivities in rats using simultaneous PET/fMRI
(Matlab coding required) (PhD thesis)
Generation/establishment/comparison of recombinant fibrils for tracer testing (lab
rotation, Master thesis)
In vitro binding experiments for compound screenings (lab rotation)

Please contact us for further information.

AG Heutink

Prof Dr. Peter Heutink

Dr. Zih-Hua Fang

Anastasia Illarionova, PhD
student

☐ Essay rotation
☐ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
☐ PhD position
Our Research:
The underlying causes for neurodegenerative disease are still largely unknown, but
there is clear evidence that genetic factors play an important role. The identification
of such genetic factors provides us with important starting points to study the
molecular processes that lead to disease as they act at the very beginning of the
disease process. Our research focus on the identification of genetic factors for
neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease,
Frontal-Temporal Dementia/Motor Neuron Disease, Progressive Supranuclear Palsy
and Ataxia in close collaboration with our clinical partners and to characterize the
biological consequences of these mutations and risk factors by using molecular
biology and genomic approaches.
Representative work from our group:
•

•
•

E. Bressan et. al 2021. The Foundational data initiative for Parkinson’s disease
(FOUNDIN-PD): enabling efficient translation from genetic maps to mechanism
K. Menden et al .2021. Integrated multi-omics analysis reveals common and distinct
dysregulated pathways for genetic subtypes of Frontotemporal Dementia
I. E. Jansen et. al 2017. Discovery and functional prioritization of Parkinson’s
disease candidate genes from large-scale whole exome sequencing

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
•

•

Basic understanding of pipeline development, exploratory data analysis and
visualization using shell, R and or python
have theoretical knowledge of next-generation sequencing

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:

•
•
•

Investigating technically challenging regions of the genome to generate new
biological insights for Parkinson’s disease using the telomere-to-telomere
human genome
Looking beyond the genes: the role of non-coding variants in Parkinson’s
disease
Characterization of brain transcriptome using long-read sequencing
technology to improve sequence variant annotation.

AG Karnath (Section of Neuropsychology)

Prof. Dr. Dr. Hans-Otto Karnath

☐ Essay rotation
☒ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
☐ PhD position
Our Research:

Our research is focused on patients with neuropsychological disorders following stroke such
as spatial neglect, apraxia, acalculia, and pusher syndrome. Normalized lesions and a specific
symptom (presence or severity) are correlated using standardized research pipelines to
identify grey matter structures and white matter disconnections associated with the respective
deficit. For predictive modelling, we apply machine learning-based algorithms. We also
investigate the deficits on a behavioral level, e.g. using eye- and motion tracking.

Representative work from our group:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Röhrig L, Sperber C, Bonilha L, Rorden C, Karnath H-O (2022). Right hemispheric white
matter hyperintensities improve the prediction of spatial neglect severity in acute
stroke. medRxiv. [Preprint.] 2022.04.08.22273547.
Nestmann S, Karnath H-O, Rennig J (2022). The role of posterior ventral stream areas
for viewpoint-invariant object recognition. Neuroimage 251: 119021.
Rosenzopf H, Wiesen D, Basilakos A, Yourganov G, Bonilha L, Rorden C, Fridriksson J,
Karnath H-O, Sperber C (2022). Mapping the human praxis network: an investigation
of white matter disconnection in limb apraxia of gesture production. Brain
Communications 4: fcac004.
Smaczny S, Sperber C, Jung S, Moeller K, Karnath H-O, Klein E (2021). Left angular
gyrus disconnection impairs multiplication fact retrieval. bioRxiv. [Preprint.]
2021.10.27.465904.
Nestmann S, Roehrig L, Mueller B, Ilg W, Karnath H-O (2021). Tilted 3D visual scenes −
A new therapy approach for pusher syndrome. medRxiv. [Preprint.]
2021.09.27.21263318.
Lindner A, Wiesen D, Karnath H-O (2021). Lying in a 3T MRI scanner induces neglectlike spatial attention bias. eLife 10: e71076.
Shahvaroughi-Farahani A, Linkenauger SA, Mohler BJ, Behrens SC, Giel KE, Karnath HO (2021). Body size perception in stroke patients with paresis.

•

Wiesen D, Karnath H-O, Sperber C (2020). Disconnection somewhere down the line:
multivariate lesion-symptom mapping of the line bisection error. Cortex 133: 120-132.

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
•
•

•

•

Background in neuroscience, cognitive sciences, psychology, biology or equivalent
Qualifications vary greatly depending on the specific project but can include
o Basic Knowledge in magnetic resonance imaging
o Basic/advanced programming skills (Matlab, R, and/or Python)
When handling patients German language skills are required
Interest in, e.g., investigations addressing the association of brain damage and
cognitive deficits, corresponding neural correlates, biomarkers, and rehabilitation
approaches

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
•

•

We are currently looking for an intern/a lab rotation to conduct apraxia diagnostics on
a healthy sample in order to create a healthy movement model of pantomimed tool
use
Please get in touch with us, if you are interested in our research! Possibly we have
also other projects that might fit your interests.

NeuroMADLAB
Neuroscience of Motivation, Action, and Desire Laboratory

Prof. Dr. Nils B. Kroemer

Representative:
Corinna Schulz, PhD student

☒ Essay rotation
☒ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
☐ PhD position

Our Research:
The quest of unraveling a person’s motive has captivated our imagination since
the dawn of humankind. To parse motivated behavior, our lab is using functional
neuroimaging techniques in combination with detailed behavioral, physiological,
and psychological assessments. Based on these rich assessments, we build
statistical and computational models decoding motivation and latent desires. By
capitalizing on big data from many different modalities, we envision predicting
future actions in everyday life. Such detailed knowledge is indispensable in
improving treatments for many mental disorders, which are characterized by
seemingly inappropriate actions or desires: Why is he no longer enjoying his
favorite dish? Why can she not stop eating the cake although she is no longer
hungry? Our mission is to decompose the neurobiological mechanisms of action
and desire using cutting-edge tools of data science to evaluate their translational
potential in improving aberrant motivation in patients.
Representative work from our group:
•

•

Kühnel, A., Czisch, M., Sämann, P.G., BECOME Study Team, Binder, E.B., Kroemer,
N.B. (2022) Spatio-temporal dynamics of stress-induced network reconfigurations
reflect negative affectivity. Biol Psychiatry
Teckentrup, V., Krylova, M., Jamalabadi, H., Neubert, S., Neuser, M.P., Hartig, R.,
Fallgatter, A.J., Walter, M., Kroemer N.B. (2021). Brain signaling dynamics after
vagus nerve stimulation [Registered Report]. NeuroImage

•

•
•

•

Ferstl, M., Teckentrup, V., Lin, W.M., Kräutlein, F., Kühnel, A., Klaus, J., Walter,
M., Kroemer, N.B. (2021) Non-invasive vagus nerve stimulation boosts mood
recovery after effort exertion. Psychol Med
Neuser, M.P., Kühnel, A., Svaldi, J., Kroemer, N.B. (2020) Beyond the average: The
role of variable reward sensitivity in eating disorders. Physiol Behav
Neuser, M.P., Teckentrup, V., Kühnel, A., Hallschmid, M., Walter, M., Kroemer,
N.B. (2020) Vagus nerve stimulation increases the drive to work for rewards. Nat
Commun
Kühnel, A., Teckentrup, V., Neuser, M.P., Huys, Q.J.M., Burrasch, C., Walter,
M., Kroemer, N.B. (2020) Stimulation of the vagus nerve reduces learning in a
go/no-go reinforcement learning task. Eur Neuropsychopharmacol

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
•
•
•
•
•

Passion to work in a diverse team of scientists with complementary skills
Experience in coding or eagerness to learn how to code
A commitment to conduct deep and robust research (transparency &
openness)
A good understanding of statistics and willingness to learn more
Interest in neurobiology, experimental psychology, or data analysis in the
field of translational psychiatry

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
•
•
•
•
•

A collaborative spirit that will help you attain your professional goals as part
of a dedicated team
Training in valuable skills such as statistical and computational modeling,
neuromodulation, or science communication
The opportunity to take the lead on ambitious projects even if you are an
early career scientist
Well-established procedures and innovative tools as well as ample funds to
conduct challenging experiments that can move the needle in the field
Access to the vibrant neuroscience communities at the Universities of
Excellence in Bonn and Tübingen and to our extensive net of collaborators

AG Kullmann

PD Dr. Stephanie Kullmann

Dr. Jason Martin

Theresa Ester-Nacke, M.Sc
(Phd candidate)

☐ Essay rotation
☒ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
☒ PhD position
Our Research:
We currently focus on the neural circuits involved in obesity and diabetes. Projects involve mainly
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), and/or transcranial direct current stimulation
(tDCS). Besides neuroimaging techniques, the project may involve the use of behavioral and
metabolic assessments to investigate eating behavior, cognitive function, and reward related
processes in different persons at risk to developing metabolic diseases, along with the potential to
investigate individual responses to lifestyle or pharmacological interventions.
Representative work from our group:
•
•
•
•
•

Kullmann S, et al. Central Insulin Modulates Dopamine Signaling in the Human Striatum. J Clin Endocrinol Metab.
2021 Sep 27;106(10):2949-2961.
Ester T, Kullmann S. Neurobiological regulation of eating behavior: Evidence based on non-invasive brain
stimulation. Rev Endocr Metab Disord. 2021
Wagner et al. Sex differences in central insulin action: Effect of intranasal insulin on neural food cue reactivity in
adults with normal weight and overweight. Int j Obes. 2022. DOI: 10.1038/s41366-022-01167-3
Kullmann S, et al. Brain insulin sensitivity is linked to adiposity and body fat distribution. Nat Commun. 2020 Apr
15;11(1):1841. doi: 10.1038/s41467-020-15686-y.
Kullmann S, et al. Central nervous pathways of insulin action in the control of metabolism and food intake. Lancet
Diabetes Endocrinol. 2020 Jun;8(6):524-534. doi: 10.1016/S2213-8587(20)30113-3

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
•
•
•

Interested in studying brain-body-interactions in humans.
Interest in fMRI research.
Basic knowledge in statistical programs (as R or SPSS) and MATLAB programming.

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
•
•
•
•

Perform/learn fMRI measurements, and tDCS as a measurement and intervention technique.
Analyze resting-state fMRI data using state-of the art tools.
Analyze large data sets (including MRI: functional, and structural data), extensive metabolic, and
behavioral characterizations.
(For PhD or Master Thesis: Investigate inhibitory control using fMRI in response to central
administration of insulin).

AG Lerche

Dr. Ulrike Hedrich

Dr. Thomas Wuttke

☐ Essay rotation
☒ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
☒ PhD position
Our Research:

Our research is focused on diseases with a disturbed neuronal excitability, such as epilepsy
and migraine, which are caused by variants in genes encoding ion channels, receptors or
transporters. Disease mechanisms are examined in detail using molecular biological and
electrophysiological techniques by studying the defects of disease-causing variants and their
consequences on protein characteristics, channel gating, intrinsic neuronal properties and
behaviour of neuronal networks. The ultimate goal is to predict response to specific existing
and newly developed therapies for each of the examined diseases based on the explored
mechanisms in the sense of personalized medicine.
Representative work from our group:
• Auffenberg et. al 2021 Hyperexcitable interneurons trigger cortical spreading
depression in an Scn1a migraine model
• Hedrich et. al 2021 4-Aminopyridine is a promising treatment option for patients with
gain-of-function KCNA2-encephalopathy
• Johannesen et. al 2021 Genotype-phenotype correlations in SCN8A-related disorders
reveal prognostic and therapeutic implications
• Layer et. al 2021 Dravet Variant SCN1AA1783V Impairs Interneuron Firing Predominantly
by Altered Channel Activation
• Schwarz et al. 2019 Long-term adult human brain slice cultures as a model system to
study human CNS circuitry and disease
• Wuttke et. al 2018 Developmentally primed cortical neurons maintain fidelity of
differentiation and establish appropriate functional connectivity after transplantation

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
•
•

•
•
•
•

molecular biology methods
prior knowledge of electrophysiological methods
animal course
In ideal case background in programming (python, matlab,…)
immunohistochemistry
cortical development

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
•
•
•
•

Electrophysiological techniques (Patch-Clamp, Two electrode voltage clamp, MEA)
Immunostainings
Functional analysis of ion channel defects.
Pharmacological studies

AG Levina

Dr. Anna Levina

Roxana Zeraati

Manos Giannakakis

☒ Essay rotation
☒ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
☐ PhD position
Our Research:
We are interested in how the systems (mainly neuronal) self-organize to the
particular, suitable for computations states. We also aim to identify those states and
uncover how they can be affected by changes in behavioral states or disease. To this
end, we study network dynamics, self-organization by synaptic plasticities,
computations close to the second-order phase transition, the balance of excitation
and inhibition, and neuronal timescales. We use computational modeling, data
analysis, machine learning methods, and optimization.
Representative work from our group:
• Zeraati, R., Engel, T. A., & Levina, A. (2022). A flexible Bayesian framework for
unbiased estimation of timescales. Nature Computational Science, 2(3), 193-204.
• Sukenik, N., Vinogradov, O., Weinreb, E., Segal, M., Levina, A., & Moses, E. (2021).
Neuronal circuits overcome imbalance in excitation and inhibition by adjusting
connection numbers. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 118(12).
• Zierenberg, J., Wilting, J., Priesemann, V., & Levina, A. (2020). Tailored ensembles
of neural networks optimize sensitivity to stimulus statistics. Physical Review
Research, 2(1)
• Levina, A., & Priesemann, V. (2017). Subsampling scaling. Nature communications,
8(1), 1-9.
We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
•
•
•
•

Happy to learn
Has fun working with others
Can program or analyze data or solve analytical models
Can understand formal computations (and maybe perform them)

Research projects that we offer:
•
•

Changes in timescales of LGM mediated by cortical feedback
Dissociating periodic and aperiodic neural dynamics during attention

•
•

Plasticity of shunting and subtractive inhibition
Open for additional discussions

Literature review projects that we offer:
•

•
•

Dimensionality of population neural activity in the cortex, different techniques to
uncover it, and its relation to neural computations
Plasticity of shunting and subtractive inhibition
Open for additional discussions

AG Zhaoping Li

Dr. Junhao Liang, Dr. Ulf Lüder, Prof. Dr. Zhaoping Li, Dr. Jinyou Zou

☒ Essay rotation
☒ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
☒ PhD position
Our Research:

Our research focus is visual systems in the context of sensory and sensorimotor systems of
the brain (www.lizhaoping.org). For that, we use theoretical and experimental techniques
including computational modelling, fMRI imaging, EEG recording, eye tracking and human
psychophysics. We aim to understand the brain by linking neural circuits with behavior through
theories and models of computation for biological intelligence.

Representative work from our group:
•

•
•
•
•

Zhaoping, L. 2022 Parallel advantage: Further evidence for bottom-up saliency
computation by human primary visual cortex
Zhaoping, L. and Liu, Y. 2022 The central-peripheral dichotomy and metacontrast
masking
Zhaoping, L. 2021 Contrast-reversed binocular dot-pairs in random-dot stereograms
for depth perception in central visual field: Probing the dynamics of feedforwardfeedback processes in visual inference
Zhaoping, L. 2020 The flip tilt illusion: visible in peripheral vision as predicted by the
Central-Peripheral Dichotomy (CPD)
Zhaoping, L. 2019 A new framework for understanding vision from the perspective of
the primary visual cortex

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
•
•
•

good programming skills in MATLAB, Python or JavaScript
interested & good background knowledge in vision science
motivated, responsible and good teamwork skills

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
•

We offer you to learn how to manage and organize a complete project including
planning, programming and writing up, not just parts of it. We provide several projects
(come to the Project Fair and talk with us!), which we can adapt according to your
interest and needs. Each project is extendable to a follow-up thesis project.

•

•

The supervision team will include students, PostDocs and one-to-one meetings with
the professor
Example project: Visual search with eye tracking

Dr Kevin Lloyd (AG Peter Dayan)
✓ Essay rotation
✓ Lab rotation
✓ Master’s thesis
klloyd@tue.mpg.de
My Research
I’m a senior research scientist in Peter Dayan’s lab at MPI Biological Cybernetics, where I use
computational models to try to understand decision-making and related cognitive processes;
I draw heavily from Bayesian decision theory and reinforcement learning. My current
research focuses on theories of neuromodulation, and particularly how certain
neuromodulators (dopamine, serotonin, acetylcholine, noradrenaline) may contribute to the
representation and shaping of uncertainty and value. I also have an interest in core cognitive
capabilities, such as categorization and working memory. Research takes place within the
broader context of the Department for Computational Neuroscience. Potential students are
free to propose possible project ideas.

Representative work
 Vigilance, arousal, and acetylcholine: Optimal control of attention in a simple detection






task. Chebolu, Dayan, & Lloyd (2022).
Pavlovian-instrumental interactions in active avoidance: The bark of neutral trials.
Lloyd & Dayan (2019).
Why higher working memory capacity may help you learn: Sampling, search, and
degrees of approximation. Lloyd et al. (2019).
Interrupting behaviour: Minimizing decision costs via temporal commitment and lowlevel interrupts. Lloyd & Dayan (2018).
Tamping ramping: Algorithmic, implementational, and computational explanations of
phasic dopamine signals in the accumbens. Lloyd & Dayan (2015).
Context-dependent decision-making: A simple Bayesian model. Lloyd & Leslie (2013).

I am looking for students with the following qualifications:
The main things are curiosity and enthusiasm for the project, and a willingness to learn new
things if necessary. These others would probably be useful:
 working knowledge of some programming language
 some familiarity with maths and statistics

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
A non-exhaustive list of suggestions (and students are free to propose their own project); I
can give more detail/pointers to relevant literature to interested students:
 dopamine and regulation of the internal clock
 effects of serotonin on impulsivity/patience
 escalation and stabilization of drug intake in addiction
 effects of stimulus ordering on category learning

AG Mayer Molecular Brain Development

Dr. Simone Mayer

Theresa Kagermeier

☒ Master’s thesis
☒ PhD position
Our Research:
The mammalian brain is a highly complex and spatially heterogeneous structure, which has
changed significantly in mammalian evolution. Recent progress in stem cell biology has
allowed us to model human brain development in a dish using different organoid protocols
thus giving us unprecedented access to study human-specific features of brain development.
In the research group Molecular Brain Development, we are interested in revealing how
genetic and environmental factors can shape developmental processes in two brain regions,
the neocortex and the cerebellum, using human organoids.
Our vision: We aim to understand how plasticity mechanisms contribute to human brain
development in health and disease.

Representative work from our group:
•
•
•
•

Sarieva K, Mayer S. The Effects of Environmental Adversities on Human Neocortical
Neurogenesis Modeled in Brain Organoids. Front Mol Biosci. 2021 Jun 24;8:686410.
Khakipoor S, Crouch EE, Mayer S. Human organoids to model the developing human
neocortex in health and disease. Brain Res. 2020 Sep 1;1742:146803.
Khakipoor S, Drömer MA, Cozetto DA, Mayer S. Single-cell RNA-Sequencing in
Neuroscience. Neuroforum. 2019 Nov 06, 25(4), 251-258.
Mayer S, et al. Multimodal single-cell analysis reveals physiological maturation in the
developing human neocortex. Neuron, 2019 Apr 3;102(1):143-158.

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
•
•
•
•

Cell culture
Biochemistry
Microscopy (especially confocal) and immunohistochemistry
Bioinformatics

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
•

In 2023, we plan to open a MSc and a PhD position related to pontocerebellar
hypoplasia

AG Nikić-Spiegel

☒ Student assistant (HiWi position)
☒ Lab rotation (might become available, depending on the timing)
☒ Master’s thesis
☐ PhD position
Our Research:
We study mechanisms of axonal injury in mouse and in vitro models of injury. In addition to
more standard microscopy techniques (conventional widefield imaging, confocal
microscopy), we use modern super-resolution microscopy techniques, such as stochastic
optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM), to obtain molecular-scale information. We are
also using and developing new cutting-edge protein engineering tools based on selective
incorporation of unnatural amino acids and click chemistry (Arsić A et al., Nature
Communications 2022; Stajković et al., BioRxiv 2022; Nikić-Spiegel, ChemBioChem 2020;
Nikić, Kang, Girona et al., Nature Protocols 2015; Nikić & Lemke, Current Opinion in Chemical
Biology 2016). Unnatural amino acids give us a unique opportunity to introduce new
properties/functional groups, such as dyes into proteins at a single cell and whole organism
level.
Representative work from our group:
• Arsić A. & Nikić-Spiegel I. The tail domain of neurofilament light chain accumulates in
neuronal nuclei during oxidative injury.
bioRxiv https://doi.org/10.1101/2022.03.03.481279 (2022)
• Stajković N, Liu Y, Arsić A, Meng N, Lyu H, Zhang N, Grimm D, Lerche H, Nikić-Spiegel I.
Direct fluorescent labeling of NF186 and NaV1.6 in living primary neurons using

•
•

•
•

bioorthogonal click chemistry. bioRxiv https://doi.org/10.1101/2022.03.01.480798
(2022).
Arsić A, Hagemann C, Stajković N, Schubert T, Nikić-Spiegel I. Minimal genetically
encoded tags for fluorescent protein labeling in living neurons. Nature Communications
13, 314 (2022). doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-27956-y
Panagiotakopoulou V, Ivanyuk D, De Cicco S, Haq W, Arsić A, Yu C, Messelodi D, Oldrati
M, Schöndorf D, Perez M-J, Cassatella R.P, Jakobi M, Schneiderhan-Marra N, Gasser T,
Nikić-Spiegel I, Deleidi M. 2020. Interferon-γ signaling synergizes with LRRK2 in neurons
and microglia derived from human induced pluripotent stem cells. Nature
Communications, 11, 5163 doi.org/10.1038/s41467-020-18755-4
Nikić-Spiegel I. 2020. Expanding the genetic code for neuronal studies. ChemBioChem.
Accepted Author Manuscript. doi:10.1002/cbic.202000300
Arsić A, Stajković N, Spiegel R, Nikić-Spiegel I. 2020. Effect of Vectashield-induced
fluorescence quenching on conventional and super-resolution microscopy. Scientific
Reports. 10(1):6441. doi: 10.1038/s41598-020-63418-5

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Ideally, you have experience in at least one of these areas (for details see the section
with specific opportunities below):
Cell culture techniques
Molecular biology techniques
Fluorescence microscopy techniques
Image analysis (ImageJ or similar)
Website development

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
•

•
•

•
•
•

These are best discussed on an individual basis since they depend on your
qualifications, interests, timeline, and our ongoing projects. Some of the current
opportunities involve:
We are looking for a HiWi to help us with our ongoing projects (e.g. cloning,
preparation and isolation of DNA plasmids, cell culture, as well as some
administrative & basic lab organizational tasks)
We are also about to start a collaboration with an industrial partner with whom we
want to use click-based labeling to look at the localization of different drug targets
with fluorescent microscopy  this we envision as a potential Master thesis project
or long-term HiWi position
We are also currently thinking of (finally 😊😊) making our own external website so if
you are into this and have some experience, this could be a potential task for a HiWi
student
In general, our aim is to find the best match between your and our interests while
providing you with the best possible training (with a focus on team work, good
scientific practice, experimental design, problem solving, troubleshooting, etc.)
If any of these is interesting to you, reach out to Ivana (ivana.nikic@cin.unituebingen.de)
We look forward to meeting you!

AG Rauss

Dr. Karsten Rauss

☐ Essay rotation
☒ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
☐ PhD position
Our research:

We investigate the role of sleep for visual perception and learning. Our main focus is on how
sleep supports the extraction and abstraction of statistical regularities from visual
experiences. To address this question, we measure behavioral performance, high-density
EEG, and polysomnography in healthy human volunteers. Our studies indicate that sleep
specifically optimizes memory representations for effective and efficient prediction of the
environment.

Representative work from our group:
•
•
•
•

Herde et al. (in press). Retinotopically specific effects of attention on human early
visual cortex activity. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and
Performance.
Lutz et al. (2021). Occipital sleep spindles predict sequence learning in a visuo-motor
task. Sleep, zsab056.
Klinzing et al. (2020). Binocular disparity-based learning is retinotopically specific and
independent of sleep. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London B
375, 20190463.
Lutz et al. (2018). Sleep strengthens predictive sequence coding. Journal of
Neuroscience 38, 8989–9000.

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
•
•
•

Solid knowledge of experimental design and/or statistics
Advanced programming skills in either Matlab, Python, or R
Willingness to conduct overnight sleep experiments

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
•
•
•

Work in a diverse, international team of highly motivated researchers
Gain insight into all stages of human sleep studies
Choose to focus on experimental design or data analysis based on your preferences

Rationality Enhancement Group

Dr. Falk Lieder
(falk.lieder@tuebingen.mpg.de)

Valkyrie Felso
(present 23. June,
valkyrie.felso@tuebingen.mpg.de)

Lovis Heindrich
(present 30. June,
lovis.heindrich@tuebingen.mpg.de)

Nishad Singhi
(present 23. June,
nishad.singhi@tuebingen.mpg.de)

Frederic Becker
(present 30. June,
frederic.becker@tuebingen.mpg.de
)

☑ Essay rotation
☑ Lab rotation
☑ Master’s thesis
☐ PhD position
Our Research:

The Rationality Enhancement Group investigates the computational principles of human intelligence
and develops intelligent systems that help people realize their full potential. Our diverse,
interdisciplinary team combines methods from computational cognitive science, artificial
intelligence, psychology, and human-computer interaction to strengthen the scientific and
technological foundations for understanding, supporting, and improving the human mind. Our
international, interdisciplinary team combines methods from computational cognitive science,
psychology, human-computer interaction, and artificial intelligence. The overarching long-term aim
of this research program is to help lay the scientific foundations for increasing people's capacity and

motivation to make the world a better place in a way that is sustainable and conducive to their wellbeing.

Representative work from our group:
●

●

●
●

Callaway, F., Jain, Y. R., van Opheusden, B., Krueger, P. M., Das, P., Iwama, G., Gul, S., Becker,
F., Griffiths, T. L., & Lieder, F. (2022). Leveraging artificial intelligence to improve people’s
planning strategies. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 119(12), e2117432119.
https://www.pnas.org/doi/abs/10.1073/pnas.2117432119
He, R., Jain, Y. R., & Lieder, F. (2021). Measuring and modelling how people learn how to plan
and how people adapt their planning strategies to the structure of the environment.
International Conference on Cognitive Modeling.
https://mathpsych.org/presentation/604#/document
Jain, Y.R., Callaway, F., Griffiths, T.L., Dayan, P., Krueger, P.M., & Lieder, F. (2022). A
computational process-tracing method for measuring people’s planning strategies and how
they change over time. Behavior Research Methods. doi:10.13140/RG.2.2.25963.05925/2
Felso, V. & Lieder, F. (2022). Measuring individual differences in the depth of planning.
Preprint. doi:10.31234/osf.io/xmf3y

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
●
●
●
●

Python programming
Computational modeling
Running online experiments
Web development (especially JavaScript programming)

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
●

●

Extending our method for measuring individual differences in planning depth to the learning
period
o Description: We have developed a method to measure individuals’ average planning
depths using an online task (Felso & Lieder, 2022). This method could be useful for
investigating planning biases such as under- or over-planning or making plans only
with short-term outcomes in mind. However, our method depends on a model which
assumes that people's’ policies are not changing, which is not true when people are
new to the task and still learning the possible outcomes of plans at varying time
scales. Therefore, in this project, you will assist in adding the inverse reinforcement
learning algorithm for learning agents introduced by Kubala et al. (RLDM, 2019) using
a model of learning for the planning task introduced by Jain et al. (2019) to our
python toolbox. You will then test this extended method both on simulated and real
participant data to see how well the extended method works as well as if the
learning model can provide a mechanistic explanation of the emergence of planning
biases.
o Useful background / interests: python programming, computational modeling,
reinforcement learning
o Supervisor: Valkyrie Felso (remote)
Test-retest reliability of our measure of planning depth
o Description: We have developed a method to measure individuals’ average planning
depths using an online task (Felso & Lieder, 2022). This method may be useful as a
metric for people’s general propensity to plan into the future, particularly as a
baseline measure when developing planning interventions. However, little is known
as far as how stable behavior is in the task. Will a person who underplans this week
also underplan next week? Or will they behave optimally with no other intervention?
In this project, you will work on answering this question by running longitudinal
online experiments and analyzing the data using our method to infer individual
differences in planning depth.

Useful background / interests: familiarity with python programming, some
familiarity with running online experiments, background in psychometrics, interest in
reinforcement learning and computational modeling
o Supervisor: Valkyrie Felso (remote)
Which research topics are most important for the future of humanity?
o Motivation: Answering crucial questions about how people decide might
substantially improve our ability to positively influence decisions critical for
existential risk and the wellbeing of future generations. However, identifying crucial
research questions is very difficult for behavioral scientists. Moreover, there is no
cost-effectiveness analysis method that funding agencies could use to identify crucial
behavioral science research topics and compare them to existing funding priorities.
To overcome this limitation, we will develop and validate Bayesian, data-driven,
model-based cost-effectiveness analysis methods for predicting how much
behavioral science research on a given question might improve the wellbeing of
humanity in the long run. We will use published data to derive research’s impact
from the impactfulness of the studied phenomenon and prior research’s
effectiveness at increasing our ability to influence similar phenomena. Our findings
will make it possible to compare the cost-effectiveness of behavioral science
research to the cost-effectiveness of some established priorities of philanthropy
(e.g., poverty and global health). We will generate and regularly update a list of highimpact behavioral science research topics with cost-effectiveness estimates.
o Concrete Activities:
▪ Building probabilistic models of the positive impact that research on a given
topic might have with Guesstimate (www.getguesstimate.com)
▪ Literature search: extracting effect size estimates from scientific articles
▪ Documentation and critical assessment of the model’s assumptions and
sensitivity analysis
o Useful background: probabilistic modeling, statistics, literature review, psychology
o Relevant interests: effective altruism, meta-science, psychology
o Supervisor: Falk Lieder
Implementing online experiments with a cognitive tutor that teaches people optimal
strategies for group decision-making
o Description: We have developed machine learning algorithms that can automatically
discover good planning strategies. These strategies are better than strategies people
discover by themselves - and the strategies can be taught to people using intelligent
tutors. We have already applied this approach in multiple online experiments, where
our cognitive tutor was successful in improving human decision-making in multiple
toy environments. A major next step for us in this line of research is to apply our
method to more realistic environments, where we ultimately hope to have a positive
impact on people’s lives by teaching them good planning strategies they can apply in
the real world. In this project, you will help us design and implement the online
experiments necessary for these next steps. Concretely, we are working on the
problem of group decision-making and are envisioning a cognitive tutor that teaches
people optimal advice taking: how much advice should people ask for when making
important decisions and advice is costly; whom should they ask for advice?
o Useful background: good knowledge of JavaScript, familiarity with implementing
online experiments, general programming knowledge (version control)
o Relevant interests: web development, intelligent tutors, (group) decision-making,
reinforcement learning
o Supervisor: Lovis Heindrich
o

●

●

●

Helping people achieve their goals by automatically breaking them down into helpful
subgoals using computational models of goal pursuit
o Description: Successfully attaining your goals requires you to plan several steps
ahead and take into account all the factors that might potentially affect your
progress. Since the human brain has limited planning and attentional resources,
people often struggle to reach their goals. We want to help people in achieving their
goals by automatically discovering helpful subgoals. As a first step, we have
developed computational models of how people pursue goals in a behavioral task,
that take people’s attentional constraints and limited planning horizon into account
(Prystawski et al., 2021). Subsequently, we have developed a method that can
automatically find subgoals that improve the performance of the model. Now, we
want to run online experiments to test if the subgoals discovered by the model can
also help humans reach their goals. In this project, you will design and conduct online
experiments to test the efficacy of the subgoals generated using our algorithm. You
may also work towards understanding how our existing models differ from human
behavior and subsequently improve the models.
o Useful background:
▪ Familiarity with web development and implementing online experiments
▪ Good knowledge of Python programming
o Relevant interests: Computational modeling, goal-directed behavior
o Supervisor: Falk Lieder

AG Schwarz

Prof. Dr. Cornelius Schwarz

Dr. Arindam Bhattacharjee

Ms. Ritu Roy Chowdhury

☒ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
Our Research: we are looking for students interested in either of two research foci:
1) predictive signals for motor control and cognition, and
2) tactile coding and perception.
We study the first topic using state of the art awake-behaving mouse methods, such as
monitoring and training mouse behavior, multi-site neuronal activity measurements and
optogenetic manipulation. The second is based on rodent (whisker) work but interest has
been shifted toward finding out if our novel hypothesis of “temporally local coding” is also
realized in the human fingertip. Here we use behavioral experimental paradigms combined
with EEG/MEG recordings of cortical (S1) activity.

Representative work from our group:
Project 1:
•

Chakrabarti S., Schwarz C. (2018) Cortical modulation of sensory flow during
active touch in the rat whisker system. Nat. Commun. 9:3907. DOI:
10.1038/s41467-018-06200-6

Project 2:
•

Bhattacharjee A., Braun C., and Schwarz C. (2021). Humans use a temporally local
code for vibrotactile perception. eNeuro 8:ENEURO.0263-21.2021. doi:
10.1523/ENEURO.0263-21.2021.

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
Project 1:
•

Interest in mouse work, behavior, single neuron/microcircuit electrophysiology,
optogenetics

Project 2:
•

Interest in human work, behavior, EEG/MEG

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
•

See above project 1 and 2

Dr. Christine Pedroarena , in vitro laboratory (AG Schwarz)

☐ Essay rotation
☒ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
☐ PhD position

Our Research:

I am interested in how cellular properties (intrinsic and synaptic)and circuit organization determine
the activity of biological and eventually computational neuronal networks. In particular we focus in
the deep cerebellar nuclei (DCN) and their role in determining the cerebellar output. The cerebellum
is involved in movement coordination but probably too in regulating sensory and cognitive functions.
The deep cerebellar nuclei are the output stage of the cerebellum and the main target of the
cerebellar cortex. The nuclei are populated by glutamatergic neurons, which carry the main
cerebellar output, GABArgic neurons projecting to the inferior olive and a number of other neurons
with local projections. Despite the relevance of this structure, the circuits and cellular mechanisms
that determine the DCN spike output are not yet well understood. To explore this issue we use patch
clamp recordings, optogenetics and immuno-histochemistry in brain slices of rodents complemented
eventually with computer modeling. Because learning these techniques is time consuming, we offer
preferably master thesis or master-plus-lab-rotation projects.

Representative work from our group:

-Pedroarena, C. M. A Slow Short-Term Depression at Purkinje to Deep Cerebellar Nuclear Neuron Synapses
Supports Gain-Control and Linear Encoding over Second-Long Time Windows. J Neurosci 40, 5937-5953,
doi:10.1523/JNEUROSCI.2078-19.2020 (2020).
*-Feria Pliego, J. A. & Pedroarena, C. M. Kv1 potassium channels control action potential firing of putative
GABAergic deep cerebellar nuclear neurons. Sci Rep 10, 6954, doi:10.1038/s41598-020-63583-7 (2020).
*-Boehme, R., Uebele, V. N., Renger, J. J. & Pedroarena, C. Rebound excitation triggered by synaptic inhibition
in cerebellar nuclear neurons is suppressed by selective T-type calcium channel block. J Neurophysiol 106, 26532661 (2011).
-Pedroarena, C. M. BK and Kv3.1 potassium channels control different aspects of deep cerebellar nuclear
neurons action potentials and spiking activity. Cerebellum 10, 647-658 (2011).
Sausbier M, Hu H, Arntz C, Feil S, Kamm S, Adelsberger H, Sausbier U, Sailer CA, Feil R, Hofmann F, Korth M,
Shipston MJ, Knaus HG, Wolfer DP, Pedroarena CM, Storm JF and Ruth P. Cerebellar ataxia and Purkinje cell
dysfunction caused by Ca2+-activated K+ channel deficiency. ProcNatlAcadSci U S A 101: 9474-9478, 2004.

We are looking for students with the following qualifications: Students Interested in

cellular and network properties. Previous experience with patch clamp and slice preparation are
desirable. Coding capabilities are not a must.

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:

The works marked with asterisks correspond to master thesis projects carried in this laboratory. The
specific projects available will be discussed with the prospective student.

AG Siegel & AG Braun

Prof Dr. Makus Siegel

Prof Dr. Christoph Braun

☐ Essay rotation
☒ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
☒ PhD position

Our Research:
The central goal of our department is to investigate how cognition and behavior emerges from
dynamic interactions across widely distributed neuronal ensembles. How do sophisticated
cognitive processes such as perception, decision-making, and motor behavior emerge from
dynamic interactions across the brain? Which neural mechanisms coordinate these
interactions, how are they dynamically regulated in a goal-directed fashion, and how are these
interactions disturbed in neuropsychiatric diseases? To address these questions, we apply an
interdisciplinary multi-scale approach combining human MEG and EEG, animal
electrophysiology, psychophysics and sophisticated analytical techniques.
Representative work from our group:
• Radetz A, Siegel M (2022) Spectral Fingerprints of Cortical Neuromodulation. Journal
of Neuroscience 42(18): 3836–3846
• Pellegrini F, Hawellek DJ, Pape AA, Hipp JF, Siegel M (2021) Motion Coherence and
Luminance Contrast Interact in Driving Visual Gamma-Band Activity. Cerebral
Cortex 31: 1622–1631
• Sandhaeger F, Omejc N, Pape AA, Siegel M (2020) Abstract neuronal choice signals
during embodied decisions. bioRxiv
• Siegel M, Buschman TJ and Miller EK (2015) Cortical Information Flow During Flexible
Sensorimotor Decisions. Science 348(6241): 1352-55
• Broser PJ, Marquetand J, Middelmann T, Sometti D, Braun C (2021) Investigation of
the temporal and spatial dynamics of muscular action potentials through optically
pumped magnetometers. Journal of Electromyography and Kinesiology, 59: 102571.
• Schäfer E, Vedoveli AE, Righetti G, Gamerdinger P, Knipper M, Tropitzsch A, Karnath
H-O, Braun C, Li Hegner Y (2021). Activities of the right temporo-parieto-occipital
junction reflect spatial hearing ability in cochlear implant users. Frontiers in
Neuroscience, 15: 613101. doi: 10.3389.
• Bhattacharjee A, Kajal DS, Patrono A, Li Hegner Y, Zampini M, Schwarz C, Braun C
(2020) A tactile virtual reality for the study of active somatosensation. Front Integr
Neurosci, 14: 5. doi: 10.3389/fnint.2020.00005

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
• Interest in systems neuroscience
• MATLAB and/or Python programming skills
• Interest in data analysis and numerical methods
Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
• MEG and EEG projects on human decision-making, visual and auditory perception and
memory.
• Basic and clinical research (cochlear implant, movement disorders)
• Advanced multivariate data-analysis of invasive (non-human primates) and noninvasive (MEG) electrophysiological data

AG Veit

A Bengalese finch
Jun-Prof. Dr. Lena Veit

☐ Essay rotation
☒ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
☒ PhD position
Our Research:
Our lab studies the neuronal basis of song sequencing in songbirds. Songbirds are an
important model in systems neuroscience, because they offer an ideal combination of
interesting behavior and a discrete and well-studied neural circuit for its control and
learning. Like human language, song is learned by imitating an adult tutor. Bengalese
finches sing a sequence of different syllables, which can occur in fixed or variable order.

We are training Bengalese finches to modify the sequence of their song syllables through
reinforcement learning. Other manipulations, such as social interaction with other birds
or auditory and visual stimuli can also temporarily influence song sequencing.
Representative work from our group:
•

Veit et al. 2021, Elife: Songbirds can learn flexible contextual control over syllable
sequencing

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
•
•
•

Good Python or Matlab skills
for PhD position: some prior experience in electrophysiology ideal
Sense of responsibility in working with animals

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
•
•
•

Master thesis: influence of social context on song learning
Lab rotation: several possible data analysis projects, or short behavioral projects in
line with one of the PhD students

PhD position: Neuronal control of repeat duration during song

AG Wichmann

Prof. Felix A. Wichmann, DPhil

☒ Essay rotation
☒ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
☐ PhD position
Our Research:
My laboratory investigates human perception combining psychophysical experiments
with computational modelling. Currently we have three research foci: First, to
improve our image-based model of early spatial vision.
Second, to connect early spatial vision with mid-level vision: perceived lightness,
brightness and contrast in relation to surface reflectance and illumination in images
of real scenes.
Third, we investigate differences and similarities between deep convolutional neural
networks and human object recognition.
Representative work from our group:
• Geirhos, R., Narayanappa, K., Mitzkus, B., Thieringer, T., Bethge, M., Wichmann,
F. A. and Brendel, W. (2021). Partial success in closing the gap between
human and machine vision. 35th Conference on Neural Information Processing
Systems (NeurIPS), 2021.
• Geirhos, R., Jacobsen, J.-H., Michaelis, C., Zemel, R., Brendel, W., Bethge, M.,
and Wichmann, F. A. (2020). Shortcut learning in deep neural networks. Nature
Machine Intelligence, 2, 665-673.

•
•
•
•

Haghiri, S., Wichmann, F. A., and von Luxburg, U. (2020). Estimation of
perceptual scales using ordinal embedding. Journal of Vision, 20(9):14, 1-20.
Schütt, H. H., Rothkegel, L. O. M., Trukenbrod, H. A., Engbert, R. and Wichmann,
F. A. (2019). Disentangling bottom-up vs. top-down and low-level vs. high-level
influences on eye movements over time. Journal of Vision, 19(3):1, 1-23.
Wichmann, F. A. and Jäkel, F. (2018). Methods in Psychophysics. Stevens'
Handbook of Experimental Psychology and Cognitive Neuroscience, Fourth
Edition, Volume 5. Methodology
Schütt, H. H. and Wichmann, F. A. (2017). An image-computable
psychophysical spatial vision model. Journal of Vision, 17(12):12, 1–35.

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
•
•
•
•

Curiosity and an interest in human perception
Interest in both experiments as well as computational modeling
Either: Strong background in experimental methods (e.g. SDT) and at least basic
knowledge of math and probability …
Or: At least a basic knowledge of experimental methods (e.g. SDT) and a strong
background in math, probability and programming.

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
•

•
•

First and foremost: Lab- and Essay-Rotations are great—they are your chance to
explore areas of science that you may otherwise never have a chance to have a
detailed look at!
Talk to us if you are interested in one of the topics my lab is interested in—we are
typically flexible in devising projects that are beneficial for everyone involved.
Have you got your own idea? Want to replicate a study you don’t believe? Test an
algorithm that appears “too good to be true”? Always wanted to do/run/know ... ?
Talk to me!

AG Wissinger (Institute for Ophthalmic Research)

Prof. Dr. Bernd Wissinger

Pietro De Angeli BSc, MSc

☐ Essay rotation
☐ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
☒ PhD position
Our Research:

The Molecular Genetics Laboratory at the Institute for Ophthalmic Research at the Centre for
Ophthalmology works on the identification of the genetic causes of inherited retinal and optic
nerve diseases, functional studies for the evaluation and characterization of mutant gene
products, as well as the development of therapeutic approaches to cure these diseases,
including AAV-based gene supplementation therapy and genome editing.

Representative work from our group:
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

De Angeli et al., Effective splicing restoration of a deep-intronic ABCA4 variant in cone
photoreceptor precursor cells by CRISPR/SpCas9 approaches. Molecular Therapies Nucleic Acids (in revision)
Solaki et al. (2022) Comprehensive variant spectrum of the CNGA3 gene in patients
affected by achromatopsia. Human Mutation 43(7): 832-858.
Weisschuh et al (2020) Deep-intronic variants in CNGB3 cause achromatopsia by
pseudoexon activation. Human Mutation 41(1): 255-264..
Kohl et al. (2021) A duplication on chromosome 16q12 affecting the IRXB cluster is
associated with autosomal dominant cone dystrophy with early tritanopic color vision
defect. Human Molecular Genetics 42(6): 1218-1229.
Fischer et al. (2020) Safety and vision outcomes of subretinal gene therapy targeting cone
photoreceptors in patients with achromatopsia. JAMA Ophthalmology 138(6): 1-9.
Mayer et al. (2019) Homozygous stop mutation in the AHR gene encoding the aryl
hydrocarbon receptor causes autosomal recessive infantile nystagmus and foveal
hypoplasia. Brain 142(6): 1528-1534.
Bonifert et al. (2016) Antisense oligonucleotide mediated splice correction of a deep
intronic point mutation in OPA1. Molecular Therapies - Nucleic Acids 5: e390.

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
•

Motivated and dedicated Master and PhD students, ideally with strong interest in
molecular genetics, molecular biology, and/or genome editing, and experience in
molecular genetics and molecular biological techniques including bacterial and
mammalian cell culture, PCR, cloning etc pp. Yet this is not a prerequisite.

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
Projects for Master theses (eventually continued for a PhD)
Functional evaluation of missense variants in photoreceptor cyclic nucleotid–gated channel
subunits using a medium-throughput bioassay
Background: cGMP-gated cation channels are crucial elements of the phototransduction cascade
in rod and cone photoreceptors. Mutations in these genes cause autosomal recessive Retinitis
pigmentosa (rod channel) and achromatopsia (cone channel), respectively. However, many
variants in these genes are very rare and simply cause amino acid substitutions which precludes a
definite categorization of such variants as being disease-causing. In the context up upcoming gene
therapy trials, this project will functionally test such variants to answer whether such variants
support or obstruct channel function using a luminescence bioassay.
Techniques involved: PCR, expression construct cloning, Sanger sequencing, plasmid isolation, in
vitro mutagenesis, bacterial & cell culture and luminescence reporter assay, protein extraction,
Western dot blot
Starting date: Winter 2022/2023
Please contact: Dr. Peggy Reuter (peggy.reuter@med.uni-tuebingen.de)
CRISPR base editor disruption of uORF ‘ATG’ initiation codon in the OPA1 gene to overcome
haploinsufficiency
Background: Heterozygous loss-of-function mutations in the OPA1 gene are a common cause of
autosomal dominant optic atrophy due to haploinsufficiency (i.e. insufficient protein expression).
Prior work in our group has demonstrated that a short open reading frame (uORF) in the 5’
noncoding part of OPA1 gene transcripts negatively interferes with OPA1 protein levels. To further
substantiate this finding and eventually define a novel therapeutic concept, this project will
explore the basic mechanism of this negative interference and test CRISPR base editors to
eliminate the ‘ATG’ start codon of the uORF and thereby increase OPA1 protein expression from
the wildtype OPA1 allele.
Techniques involved: CRISPR gRNA design, construct cloning, Sanger sequencing, bacterial &
mammalian cell culture, transfection, nucleic acid extraction, capillary electrophoresis, western
blotting, luciferase reporter assays
Starting date: flexible
Please contact: Prof. Bernd Wissinger (bernd.wissinger@med.uni-tuebingen.de)
Genetic analysis of a cohort of Retinitis pigmentosa patients – Evaluation of smMIP IRD Panel
sequencing data
Background: The genetic causes of Retinitis pigmentosa are highly heterogeneous. Therefore,
genetic testing is quite laborious and expensive. Single molecule molecular inversion probe
(smMIP) – based genetic testing is a novel approach that allows highly parallelized gene analysis at
low costs and has been used to investigate samples from 200 patients from our patient database
and biobank. The purpose of this project is to validate the data by Sanger sequencing (i.e.

specificity of the approach) and to evaluate the identified variants and genotypes by means of
bioinformatics analysis and co-segregation investigations.
Techniques involved: Primary data analysis, wet lab validation of variants via PCR and Sanger
sequencing, evaluation of variants via database and literature searches, classification of variants
according to general criteria, segregation analysis of variants in family members
Starting date: Autumn 2022
Please contact: Dr. Susanne Kohl (susanne.kohl@med.uni-tuebingen.de) and Dr. Nicole Weisschuh
(nicole.weisschuh@med.uni-tuebingen.de)
Investigation of Gapmers targeted to a common variant in RHO for a mutation-independent,
allele-specific approach to silence mutant RHO alleles in autosomal dominant Retinitis
pigmentosa
Background: Heterozygous gain-of-function mutations in RHO encoding for rhodopsin, the visual
pigment in rod photoreceptors, are a common cause of autosomal dominant Retinitis pigmentosa.
A rational for treatment is to selectively suppress expression of the mutant allele by antisense
oligonucleotide (ASO) technology. Since there are more than 100 different RHO mutations (which
would require individual ASO design), we have devised an ASO-gapmer strategy that rather targets
common SNPs to destroy mutant RHO transcripts. This project is thought to extend findings from a
pilot project (i.e. optimization of ASO sequence and length, chemistry, dose titration) and validate
the results with respect to protein expression and sub-cellular protein localization.
Techniques involved: PCR, cloning, sequencing, plasmid isolation, bacterial & cell culture,
transfection, nucleic acid extraction and manipulation, electrophoresis, flow-cytometry, Western
blot, immunocytochemistry
Starting date: Autumn/Winter 2022/2023
Please contact: Pietro De Angeli (pietro.de-angeli@med.uni-tuebingen.de)

AG Wu (Human and Machine Cognition Lab)

Dr. Charley Wu

☒ Essay rotation
☒ Lab rotation
☒ Master’s thesis
☒ PhD position
Our Research:

Led by Charley Wu, the Human and Machine Cognition (HMC) Lab works at the intersection
of Human Cognitive Science and Machine Learning research. We seek to use insights from
human cognition to improve machine learning methods, while also using advances in
machine learning as tools for understanding human intelligence. In practice, this often
involves using experiments to study an interesting feature of human cognition (e.g.,
compositional representation learning) and then using computational models to understand
the cognitive principles behind the phenomenon. Experiments are typically performed online
in the form of an interactive game, in the lab using computers or virtual reality equipment, or
occur naturally through the analysis of real-world data. Our computational models are often
inspired by reinforcement learning or machine learning methods, and are validated by
predicting human behavior, neural activity, or through evolutionary simulations.

Representative work from our group:
•
•

•

Giron, A. P., Ciranka, S., Schulz, E., van den Bos, W., Ruggeri, A., Meder, B., & Wu, C. M.
(submitted). Developmental changes in learning resemble stochastic optimization.
PsyArXiv. https://doi.org/10.31234/osf.io/9f4k3
Wu, C. M., Vélez, N., & Cushman, F. A. (2022). Representational exchange in human
social learning: Balancing efficiency and flexibility. In I. C. Dezza, E. Schulz, & C. M.
Wu (Eds.), The Drive for Knowledge: The Science of Human Information-Seeking.
[Cambridge: Cambridge University Press [pdf link]
Wu, C. M., Ho, M. K., Kahl, B., Leuker, C., Meder, B., & Kurvers, R. H. J. M. (2021).
Specialization and selective social attention establishes the balance between
individual and social learning. In T. Fitch, C. Lamm, H. Leder, & K. Teßmar-Raible
(Eds.), Proceedings of the 43rd Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society
(pp. 1921–1927). Vienna, Austria: Cognitive Science Society.
https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.02.03.429553

We are looking for students with the following qualifications:
•
•
•
•

Strong programming skills (R, Python, Javascript, etc…)
A good grasp of mathematics (probability theory, linear algebra, statistics, etc…)
The ability to think both abstractly and analytically, to formulate clear and interesting
hypotheses, and to develop well-reasoned grounded in data
Work well with diverse and interdisciplinary lab members

Specific projects, opportunities, qualifications that we offer:
•

See https://hmc-lab.com/2022/02/01/projects.html for more information

